2. Topologies for Gx and Gxx. Definition 1. Let G be a topological group. Let Gx be the set of all unitary representations of degree n of G with the usual compact open topology. Let G' = U"Gn as the sum of all topological sets Gx, n = 1,2, •■•. We call Gx the unitary space of G and G*the unitary subspace of degree nofG. Weknow that Gx is closed with respect to the following operations: sum (+), Kronecker product (x), equivalence, and complex conjugate. Wedenote UiD,K,e) = UiD) = {D' | fl Dig) -D'(g) || < e, where Proof. It is a straightforward computation.
Lemma 2. The subspace Gx is locally compact for each n, if G is locally compact.
Proof. This lemma is known. For example, it is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 in [8] .
Corollary.
The dual space G = ^"G* is a locally compact Hausdorff uniform space, if G is locally compact. Lemma 3. The set Gxxis a topological (Hausdorff) group and Gxx is also maximally almost periodic in the sense of John von Neumann. (See [14] .) Lemma 4. If G is a discrete group, then Gx is a compact space and therefore Gx is er-compact.
[June Proof. Let U(n) be the group of all unitary representations of degree n over the complex field C. Then the product group Y\geoUg(n) is compact, where Ug(n) g U(n) for every g eG. Define
/: Gx -> [I Ut{n) by/(D) = {D(g)} for all geG, De Gxn.
ged It is not hard to see that/is a homeomorphic into mapping and f(Gx) is closed in \~[geGUg(n)-This proves that Gx is compact.
Lemma 5. Let G be a locally compact group satisfying the second axiom of countability.
Then Gx satisfies the second axiom of countability and so does Gx.
Proof. We may imitate a method used in [15, pp. 128-130] for the proof of this lemma. Corollary 1. Lei G be a locally compact group satisfying the second axiom of countability.
Then Gxis metrizable.
Let U and V be two equivalent unitary representations of the same degree n of a topological group G, i.e., there exists a constant matrix PeGL(n,C) such that P'iU(x)P = V(x) for x e G. Then it is known that P = g ■ a ■ 1" where g is a unitary matrix and a is a positive real number, that is, two unitary representations are equivalent if and only if they are unitarily equivalent. We denote URVfot two equivalent unitary representations U and V. It is clear that R is an equivalence relation. Lemma 6. Let G be a compact group. Then there exists for each CxeGx a neighborhood V = V(CX; G, l ¡n) such that all elements in V are unitarily equivalent to Cx. Consequently, the quotient space Gx/R is discrete.
Proof. Let dx be the Haar measure of G normalized by jgdx = 1. Let x¡ be irreducible characters and a¡ be integers, i = l,--,m. Let x = Sapc,. Then, by the orthogonality relations, we have jxxdx = JLaf ïï 1, unless all a¡, i = 1, •••, m, ate zero. By using this fact, it is easy to see that V(Cx, G, Ijn) contains no elements other than those unitarily equivalent to Cx.
The following theorem, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 4 and Lemma 6, is analogous to a known theorem of locally compact abelian groups : Theorem 1. If G is a discrete group, then Gx is compact. If G is a compact group, then Gx, modulo the unitary equivalence relation, is discrete.
Lemma 7. Let G be a locally compact group. If H is a closed normal subgroup of G, then (GX,H) is a closed subset of Gx and (GIH)xis topólogically homeomorphic to (GX,H). Consequently, (G¡H)X x(Gx,H), where The following theorem is analogous to a known theorem of locally compact abelian groups. Definition 3. Let G be a topological group and let G and G**and a mapping cb as defined in the Lemma 8. If cb is a topologically isomorphic onto mapping, then we say that G has a unitary duality.
For example, locally compact abelian groups, compact groups, free groups with finite generators with discrete topology, etc., are maximally almost periodic.
3. Unitary duality and Tannaka duality. Let G be a compact group and let G be the set of all representations of G with the discrete topology. Define a representation mapping A of G to be a mapping of G into the set of \Jm = yGL(n,C)
Denote the set of all representation mappings with the usual finite open topology by G . Introduce the same multiplication in G as in Gxx. Define cb': G ->G in the same way as defined in Lemma 8. It is well known that cb' is a topological isomorphic onto mapping, and it is called the Tannaka duality (see [18] ).
Theorem 3. Let G be a compact group. Then G has the unitary duality which is the same as the Tannaka duality.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is a matter of straightforward computation.
Corollary
1. Let G be a compact group. Let Gx be the set Gx with the usual discrete topology. Let (Gx)x be the set of all unitary mappings (see Definition 2) defined on Gx with the finite open topology. Introduce a natural multiplication in (Ga)x as we did for Gxx. Define cb: G->(GX)X as we defined in the Definition 3. Thencb is a topologically isomorphic onto mapping from the topological group G onto the topological group (Gx)x.
A. Unitary duality and Pontrjagin duality. Let Gx = {the set of all unitary representations of degree one of a locally compact abelian group G}. We use the Kronecker product of Gx as the multiplication for Gx. Then Gx is a topological group such that Gx s G*, where G* is the character group of G with the compact open topology. Let Gxx = {the set of all one-dimensional unitary representations of the topological group Gx}, with the compact open topology. Then Gxx s G**, where G** is the character group of G* with the compact open topology. Theorem 4. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, then G has the unitary duality which is the same as the Pontrjagin duality.
5. Unitary duality on direct product groups. The following fact is known (e.g. see [19] ). This lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 7 and Lemma 9. Hence (gxx)~ ' (axx)' gXJC e (4XX)'. This shows that (4XX) ' is a closed normal subgroup of Gxx. Similarly, we can show that (Bxx)' is a closed normal subgroup of Gxx.
For gxxeG, we define ^x and gxx, by ^x(yx) = gxx(fy(yx \ A)) and ^x(yx) -gxV2(lx | B)) respectively. Then g*,*, gjx e Gxx. We shall show that gxx = gxAx ■ gxBx. It is not hard to see that hy and h2 are topologically isomorphic onto mappings. If both A and B have the unitary duality, then so has G.
Proof. Applying the five-lemma of algebraic topology (e.g. seep. 16of [6] ) to Corollary 2, we have the desired result. We notice that the five-lemma is known true for the case of abelian groups. However, it is still true for the case of nonabelian groups, if we read the proof of the lemma carefully.
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Corollary
4. Let G be a locally compact, connected maximally almost periodic group. Then G has the unitary duality.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 3, Theorem 3, Theorem 4, and a result of H. Freudenthal (see [7] ) that says any such group G can be decomposed into a direct product of two closed normal subgroups A and B such that A is abelian and B is compact. 6 . Unitary duality on another class of groups. Let G be a topological group. Let RG be the algebra of all finite linear combinations with complex coefficients /(x)= TPk = yakdk,jix) where d-/x) is a coefficient of some Dfc(x)=(i/?/x))eG* with the usual uniform norm. We call RG the resprentative algebra of G over the field of complex numbers.
Lemma 11. Let G be a maximally almost periodic group. Then for every compact normal subgroup K of G we have the natural homomorphism i*: RG-yRK which is onto, where i* is induced by the inclusion i: K-*G and the least ideal containing 0*(PC/k)>K) = {/|/e7*(Rc/*:) ond/(/c) = Ofor all keK} is dense in iRG,K) where j* is induced by the natural projection j: G-+G/K. Proof. We show i*:RG-*RK is onto. It is enough to show ix: Gx-*Kxis onto. It is clear that for each gxe Gx,(ix(gx))~ e ix(G*) and for each gy and g2 in Gx,ix(gx x g2) = ix(gx) x ix(gx) and each irreducible part of ix(gxy xg2)owerKis in lx (Gx). By a well known theorem of Van Kampen (see [12] ): "All continuous representations of any compact group F can be obtained, by taking conjugates and decomposing direct products, from any collection of such representations, not all equal on any two distinct points of P." Since ix(Gx) is such a subset of Kx, we have ix(G*) = Kx. This shows that i* is onto.
We show that the least ideal containing (j*(RG/K), K) is dense in (Pc, K). Let G be the compact group attached to G in the sense of Weil (see [19] ) (the Bohr compactification of G, (e.g. see [2] and [3])) and a continuous homomorphism f:G-*G, with (f(G))~ = G, be defined naturally. Then K s fK) s K and G¡f(k) = (G/K). We may identify these groups, since(RC,K) g (RG,(K) and ÍJ*ÍRg/k)>K) =íj*ÍRg/k),K). Since G is compact, by a usual technique in analysis it is not hard to see that the least ideal containing (j*(RG/K), K) is dense in (R%,K).
Definition 5. Let G be a maximally almost periodic, locally compact group. A representation of the algebra RG is an algebraic homomorphism F of the algebra RG into the field of complex numbers such that Fig) = iFig) )~ for geRG. It is trivial that every minimal almost periodic, closed normal subgroup of a minimal almost periodic group is extendible. By the Corollary 2 to Theorem 5, the subgroup A of G = A x B, as direct product, is extendible. By Theorem 4, every closed subgroup of a locally compact abelian group is extendible. Lemma 14. Let G be a locally compact group. Let A be an extendible subgroup of G, if A and G ¡A both have the unitary duality, then the mapping cb2:G-+Gxx, as defined in Lemma 8, is continuously isomorphic onto.
Proof. Because of Lemma 8, it is sufficient to prove the mapping cb2 is one-toone and onto. Consider the following diagram:
where cby,cb2,cb3 ate defined as in Lemma 8. It is easy to verify that this diagram is commutative. By Lemma 8, we know cby,cfi2,cb3 ate continuously isomorphic into. Since cbx and cb2 are also onto, by the well-known five-lemma (see the remark in the proof of Corollary 3 to Theorem 5), we know rp2 is a one-to-one and onto mapping.
Lemma 15. Let G be a maximally almost periodic, locally compact group. Let Abe a compact normal subgroup ofG. IfG/A has the unitary duality, then A is an extendible subgroup of G.
-> ( -> ( Proof. Consider the commutative diagram in the proof of Lemma 14. We shall show that the sequence 1 ->AXX -C Gxx-C (G¡A)XX-»1 is exact. It is clear that ixx and jxx ate continuous. The mappings ¡' and cb2 are isomorphic into and cby is isomorphic onto. This implies that ixx is isomorphic into. The mappings j and cb3 are onto; this implies that,/xx is onto. We shall show that im(ixx)=ker(jxx).
It is clear thatim(ixx) cker(jxx). The above result is similar to a result of Takahashi (see [17] ). In fact, the difference is that in his paper he used two different topologies: for Gxx he used the usual compact open topology and for Gx he did not. Tn this paper, we use the compact open topology for both. However, we reproduced some of his techniques in the proofs of Lemma 15 and Lemma 16.
7. The compact group attached to a topological group. Let G be a topological group. We denote G the compact group attached to G. (See [13] or [19] .) Let f:G-*H be a continuous homomorphism from a topological group G into a topological group H. We denote the induced, continuous homomorphism by / and G into H. The following theorem suggests a new way to construct the compact group attached with a topological group other than the known methods (see [13] and [19] ).
Theorem 7. Let G be a topological group. Then(Gx)x = G.
Proof. Since the sets G¿and (G)¡¡ are same (see [19] ), we have (Gd)x S ((G)x)x. By the Corollary 1 to Theorem 3, we have ( (G)d) x^ G, since G is compact.
1. Let G be a topological, abelian group. Then the character group with the finite open topology of the character group of G with the discrete topology is the compact group associated with G, i.e., ((Gx)d)x = G.
Proof. This Corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 4, Corollary 1 to Theorem 3 and Theorem 7.
In [2] and [3], Professor Kakutani established the same results for the case that G is either the additive group of all integers with the discrete topology or the additive group of all real numbers with the usual topology. / where/is the natural, continuous homomorphism from G into G,fxx is induced by/, and cby and cp2 ate defined in Lemma 8. From Theorem 3, we know cb, is a topological isomorphism. Consequently, there is a continuous homomorphism h from Gxx into G such that h o <px =/. Both the image of/and the image of h are dense in G and G respectively. Now the statement follows obviously from the characterization of the compact group G attached to G by Weil's procedure that, if the natural homomorphism /: G-+G can be written as/= h o cbwhetecb: G ->G' and h: G' -> G are continuous homomorphisms and G' is a topological group, then G' g G.
If G is maximally almost periodic, locally compact, with a compact commutator subgroup, then by the Corollary 1 to Theorem 6, we know the homomorphism cb above is topologically isomorphic onto. The author does not know whether the condition that the commutator subgroup be compact is necessary for the conclusion that cb is a topological isomorphism.
The author cannot answer the question even for the case of the free group with two generators (with the discrete topology).
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